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Shredderman Attack Of The Tagger
Tobin Mccauley's got a near-certifiable grandmother, a pack of juvenile-delinquent siblings, and a
dad who's not going to win father of the year any time soon. To top it off, Tobin's only friend truly
believes that the study of chickens will reveal...the meaning of life? Getting through seventh grade
isn't easy for anyone, son, but when the first day of school starts out with your granny's arrest, you
know you've got real problems. Throw on five-day suspension (for defending your English teacher's
honor), a chicken that lays green eggs, and a family feud that's tearing everyone to pieces, and
you're in for one heck of a ride. With her remarkable ability to create characters you wish could be
part of your life forever, Frances O'Roark Dowell introduces Tobin McCauley, Chicken Boy.
From the award-winning author of The Running Dream and Flipped comes a remarkable portrait
of a girl who has hit rock bottom but begins a climb back to herself at a wilderness survival camp.
3:47 a.m. That’s when they come for Wren Clemmens. She’s hustled out of her house and into a
waiting car, then a plane, and then taken on a forced march into the desert. This is what happens to
kids who’ve gone so far off the rails, their parents don’t know what to do with them anymore. This
is wilderness therapy camp. Eight weeks of survivalist camping in the desert. Eight weeks to turn
your life around. Yeah, right. The Wren who arrives in the Utah desert is angry and bitter, and
blaming everyone but herself. But angry can’t put up a tent. And bitter won’t start a fire. Wren’s
going to have to admit she needs help if she’s going to survive. "I read Wild Bird in one long
mesmerized gulp. Wren will break your heart—and then mend it." —Nancy Werlin, National Book
Award finalist for The Rules of Survival "Van Draanen’s Wren is real and relatable, and readers
will root for her." —VOYA, starred review
This work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge
base of civilization as we know it. This work is in the public domain in the United States of America,
and possibly other nations. Within the United States, you may freely copy and distribute this work,
as no entity (individual or corporate) has a copyright on the body of the work. Scholars believe, and
we concur, that this work is important enough to be preserved, reproduced, and made generally
available to the public. To ensure a quality reading experience, this work has been proofread and
republished using a format that seamlessly blends the original graphical elements with text in an
easy-to-read typeface. We appreciate your support of the preservation process, and thank you for
being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant.
The most terrifying events in history are brought vividly to life in this New York Times bestselling
series! Ten-year-old George Calder can't believe his luck -- he and his little sister, Phoebe, are on
the famous Titanic, crossing the ocean with their Aunt Daisy. The ship is full of exciting places to
explore, but when George ventures into the first class storage cabin, a terrible boom shakes the entire
boat. Suddenly, water is everywhere, and George's life changes forever. Lauren Tarshis brings
history's most exciting and terrifying events to life in this New York Times bestselling series. Readers
will be transported by stories of amazing kids and how they survived!
Dexter the Tough
The Four-Story Mistake
Wild Bird
The Candy Country
Fourteen-year-old Jake recalls how he has spent the last four years of his life watching
his grandfather descend slowly but surely into the horrors of Alzheimer's disease.
12,500 first printing.
Possessing strong opinions and beliefs, Carolyn seems to have a hold on the world and
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knows her place in it, but the summer before she enters sixth grade, everything seems
to change as she enters a new stage in her life. Reprint.
Gawain is a loyal and true goose serving as chief guard of the royal treasury. He'd been
happy enough with his life at home tending his garden and making sketches of
architectural masterpieces. Now he's being charged with stealing from the treasury.
Gawain is certain of his innocence, but he can't prove it. Will the real thief come forward
to save Gawain, or will he live in exile forever?
Blobfish! Blobfish blobfish blobfish! This is a silly picture book about animals and
collaboration—or lack thereof. But mostly blobfish. This is a book about animals. It is? I
mean, it sort of is. It does have animals in it. It’s a book about animals. I hear you, but
you have to admit it’s pretty strange. This is NOT a normal animal book. You should
read it. At least we can agree on that. This offbeat picture book asks hilarious questions
about animals and art, who’s in charge of a picture book—the author or the
illustrator—and really gets you thinking about…BLOBFISH!
The Real Thief
Diary of a Fly
A Pinch of Magic
Shredderman: Attack of the Tagger

First there is the omen: A relentless rain stops suddenly at
3:00 am and Chester shows Harold and Howie a cat carrier,
open and waiting, by the front door. Chester, who has been
reading avidly about the paranormal, predicts that they will
soon be traveling someplace, and chances are they are not
going to like it. Indeed they are not, as the very next day,
with the sun shining bright and clear, the Monroes finally
leave for their vacation, dropping Chester, Harold, and
Howie off at the scene of some previous harrowing
experiences -- Chateau Bow-Wow, the boarding kennel that
Chester so aptly had dubbed "Howliday Inn." And this visit
promises to be no less harrowing than the last one. The
three are greeted by a whole new group of temporary
residents. There's Hamlet, the Great Dane, whose sadness
grows deeper with his certainty that his beloved master
Archie will never return to pick him up. And Bob and Linda,
a pair of yuppie puppies from fashionable Upper Centerville
who have been left at Chateau Bow-Wow with a more than
adequate supply of gourmet treats, also seem to have been
left with a more than adequate supply of worries. Then there
are Felony and Miss Demeanor, sinister sisters in crime who
pride themselves as cat burglars, and The Weasel who tries
almost too hard to make a good impression. Chester is
certain that nothing bodes well and he is right. Unexplained
voices, buried bones, a collar with the name Rosebud on it,
and a secret code all make for a paranormal experience that
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none of the guests at Chateau Bow-Wow will ever forget.
When Nolan witnesses a serious crime, he realizes he may not
be able to hide behind his Shredderman identity this time.
"This book was originally published in hardcover by
Scholastic Press in 2015"--Title page verso.
Amber Brown loves the holidays. The shopping, the wrapping,
the unwrapping. She isn't having any troubles with gifts,
but life is another story. She's so happy when her dad has
moved back to New Jersey, but her mom isn't. It means the
beginning of shared custody, and that means more fighting.
Amber feels as if half of her belongs to her mom and half
belongs to her dad, and that doesn't feel good at all.Then
her mom says she can't get her ears pierced, but her dad
doesn't know that. Amber makes a decision. Something has to
belong to her, so why shouldn't it be her ears?Full of the
fun, humor, and punny dialogue Paul Danziger's famous for,
this is a winning entry in the ever popular series.
Book of the Dead (TombQuest, Book 1)
The Dragonfly Effect
Encounter
South By Southeast
I’m the new kid. I am tuf. This morning I beat up a kid. It’s only the first day of school for
Dexter, but he’s already mad at the principal, and the secretary, and the janitor, and the
kids who laugh at him. When his teacher tells the class to write a story, Dexter writes
about how tough he is—and how he’s already gotten into a fight. Is any of Dexter’s story
true? Why was the other boy crying before Dexter hit him? And why would the other boy
still want to be Dexter’s friend? Even Dexter doesn’t know the answers to some of those
questions. But as he deals with family problems, a persistent teacher, and a boy who’s
strangely interested in floor wax, he discovers many surprises hidden in his own tale.
"Seven-year-old Ty gets into mischief and big-hearted schemes while navigating second
grade and becoming a big brother"-A Coretta Scott King Author Honor and Boston Globe / Horn Book Honor
winner!"Powerful.... Johnson writes about the long shadows of the past with such
ambition that any reader with a taste for mystery will appreciate the puzzle Candice and
Brandon must solve." -- The New York Times Book ReviewWhen Candice finds a letter
in an old attic in Lambert, South Carolina, she isn't sure she should read it. It's
addressed to her grandmother, who left the town in shame. But the letter describes a
young woman. An injustice that happened decades ago. A mystery enfolding its writer.
And the fortune that awaits the person who solves the puzzle.So with the help of
Brandon, the quiet boy across the street, she begins to decipher the clues. The
challenge will lead them deep into Lambert's history, full of ugly deeds, forgotten heroes,
and one great love; and deeper into their own families, with their own unspoken secrets.
Can they find the fortune and fulfill the letter's promise before the answers slip into the
past yet again?
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Even superheroes have problems. That’s what Nolan discovers when he meets Chase
Morton, the boy who plays his favorite TV superhero on The Gecko and Sticky. Chase is
being hounded by a sleazy tabloid reporter who is evil! Sneaky! A liar! So Nolan vows to
expose the truth on Shredderman.com. After all, superheroes have to stick together in
the fight for truth and justice. Oh, yeah!
This Is Not a Normal Animal Book
Penguin Problems
The Graduation of Jake Moon
Return to Howliday Inn

When thirteen-year-old Sammy finds herself with an abandoned baby on her
hands, she sets out to find the young mother, who may belong to a gang, and
accidentally jeopardizes her position on the softball team.
Contemporary stories about teamwork and sportsmanship.
Nolan Byrd single-handedly saved his school from the bullydom of Alvin “Bubba”
Bixby. He posted proof of Bubba’s exploits on the Web at Shredderman.com.
Now Shredderman is the school hero! But since Shredderman’s identity is a
secret, everyone still treats Nolan like . . . a nerd. But inside this nerd beats a
superhero’s heart—one dedicated to truth and justice. So when a vandal spraypaints graffiti around town—and even on his teacher’s van!—Nolan decides that
tracking down the tagger is a job for Shredderman. But while he’s trying to trap
the tagger, the tagger is trying to pin the blame on Shredderman! Can Nolan turn
the tables back around before his secret identity is revealed?
From the team that brought you The 39 Clues and Spirit Animals comes a brand
new epic Egyptian adventure! Nothing can save Alex Sennefer's life. That's what
all the doctors say, but his mother knows it's not true. She knows that the Lost
Spells of the Egyptian Book of the Dead can crack open a door to the afterlife
and pull her son back from the brink. But when she uses the spells, five evil
ancients--the Death Walkers--are also brought back to life. An ancient evil has
been unleashed. Mummies are awakening. New York is overrun with scorpions.
And worst of all for Alex, his mom and the Lost Spells have both disappeared. He
and his best friend, Ren, will do anything to find his mom and save the world . . .
even if that means going head-to-head with a Death Walker who has been
plotting his revenge for 3,000 years. Read the book, then continue the adventure
online! Build an Egyptian tomb of your own, hide treasure and protect it with
traps, then challenge your friends to play through! Michael Northrop is the New
York Times bestselling author of TombQuest, an epic book and game adventure
series featuring the magic of ancient Egypt. He is also the author of Trapped, an
Indie Next List Selection, and Plunked, a New York Public Library best book of
the year and an NPR Backseat Book Club selection. An editor at Sports
Illustrated Kids for many years, he now writes full-time from his home in New
York City. Learn more at www.michaelnorthrop.net.
How I Survived Being a Girl
Sammy Keyes and the Search for Snake Eyes
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Refugee
Meet The Gecko
Nolan Byrd, alias Shredderman, sets out to help the young star of his
favorite television show expose a slanderous reporter.
From award-winning author Emily Jenkins and New York Times bestselling
illustrator Harry Bliss comes the first book in a sweet, quirky
chapter book series about a boy and his invisible friend, Inkling.
Perfect for fans of Clementine and Ivy and Bean. This series is a
great choice for emerging readers who are ready for chapter books. The
thing about Hank's new friend Inkling is, he's invisible.No, not
imaginary. Inkling is an invisible bandapat, a creature native to the
Peruvian Woods of Mystery. (Or maybe it is the Ukrainian glaciers.
Inkling hardly ever gets his stories straight.) Now Inkling has found
his way into Hank's apartment on his quest for squash, a bandapat
favorite. But Hank has bigger problems than helping Inkling fend off
maniac doggies and searching for pumpkins: Bruno Gillicut is a lunchstealing, dirtbug caveperson and he's got to be stopped. And who
better to help stand up to a bully than an invisible friend?
While en route to a training exercise in the Arctic, Otto and his
friends stop off for a tour of the new G.L.O.V.E. flagship,
Dreadnought, and when Dreadnought is commandeered by a rogue villain,
they try to thwart his evil plans.
This is the diary...of a fly. A fly who, when she's not landing on
your head or swimming in your soup, is trying to escape her 327
brothers and sisters who are driving her crazy! Even though she's
little -- just like her best friends Worm and Spider -- Fly wants to
be a superhero. And why not? She walks on walls, sees in all
directions at once, and can already fly! Doreen Cronin and Harry
Bliss, the team behind the New York Times bestsellers Diary of a Worm
and Diary of a Spider, reach hilarious heights with their story of a
little fly who's not afraid to dream big. Really big.
Chicken Boy
Secret Identity
Attack of the Tagger
Creep from the Deep

The disaster felt around the world . . .
From the # 1 New York Times bestselling author of the Alex
Rider series. It looks like Tim, the world’s worst private
detective, and Nick, his brainy kid brother, are in trouble
again. They’re dead broke. But money is the least of their
worries when a mysterious man bursts into their office and
offers Tim a wad of cash for his coat. Minutes later, the
stranger is dead and Nick and Tim are left to puzzle over
his final words. What could he have meant by "suff bee suffiss"? Or was it "south by southeast"? Neither one seems to
make much sense, but the Diamond brothers will have to
figure it out, and fast! Whoever killed the stranger is now
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after Nick and Tim!
A tour de force from acclaimed author Alan Gratz (Prisoner
B-3087), this timely -- and timeless -- novel tells the
powerful story of three different children seeking refuge. A
New York Times bestseller!JOSEF is a Jewish boy living in
1930s Nazi Germany. With the threat of concentration camps
looming, he and his family board a ship bound for the other
side of the world . . .ISABEL is a Cuban girl in 1994. With
riots and unrest plaguing her country, she and her family
set out on a raft, hoping to find safety in America . .
.MAHMOUD is a Syrian boy in 2015. With his homeland torn
apart by violence and destruction, he and his family begin a
long trek toward Europe . . .All three kids go on harrowing
journeys in search of refuge. All will face unimaginable
dangers -- from drownings to bombings to betrayals. But
there is always the hope of tomorrow. And although Josef,
Isabel, and Mahmoud are separated by continents and decades,
shocking connections will tie their stories together in the
end.This action-packed novel tackles topics both timely and
timeless: courage, survival, and the quest for home.
Attack of the TaggerYearling Books
The Parker Inheritance
The Castle Mystery
Sammy Keyes and the Hotel Thief
I Survived the Japanese Tsunami, 2011 (I Survived #8)
Billy and Sheena always expect adventure when they join their uncle, Dr. Deep,
aboard his hi-tech boat. What they don’t expect is a treasure hunt leading to a
200-year-old sea captain . . . who refuses to stay dead! Just when they think the
tide is turning, Billy and Sheena accidentally drive into a dangerous mystery. A
chilling surprise awaits them in Horrorland, the theme park where their worst
nightmare is about to come to life.
The Alden children have another mystery to solve when they visit a castle and
must figure out which of the guests has stolen the Stradivarius violin.
Into the Four-Story Mistake, an odd-looking house with a confused architectural
history, move the Melendy family -- Mona, Rush, Randy, Oliver, Father, and Cuffy,
the housekeeper. Though disappointed about leaving their old brownstone in
New York City, and apprehensive about living the country life, the four Melendy
kids soon settle into this unusual new home. Here, they become absorbed in the
adventures of the country, adjusting themselves with all their accustomed
resourcefulness and discovering the many hidden attractions that the Four-Story
Mistake has to offer. The Four-Story Mistake is the second installment of
Enright's Melendy Quartet, an engaging and warm series about the close-knit
Melendy family and their surprising adventures.
When a school bus accident leaves sixteen-year-old Jessica an amputee, she
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returns to school with a prosthetic limb and her track team finds a wonderful way
to help rekindle her dream of running again.
I Survived the Sinking of the Titanic, 1912 (I Survived #1)
Enemy Spy
Shredderman: Meet the Gecko
"The most winning junior detective ever in teen lit. (Take that, Nancy Drew!)" —Midwest
Children's Book Review What Sammy should have done was put the binoculars down and call 911.
What she does instead is tighten up the focus on her right eye to get a better look. There's something
very familiar about this thief. But when Sammy eventually spills her story to Officer Borsch, he
doesn't believe her. He treats her like some snot-nosed little kid. Well, Sammy's not going to stand
for that. She's a snot-nosed seventh grader now, and she knows what she saw. And somehow she's
going to prove it. The Sammy Keyes mysteries are fast-paced, funny, thoroughly modern, and true
whodunits. Each mystery is exciting and dramatic, but it's the drama in Sammy's personal life that
keeps readers coming back to see what happens next with her love interest Casey, her soap-star
mother, and her mysterious father.
Fifth-grader Nolan Byrd, tired of being called names by the class bully, has a secret
identity--Shredderman!
After running away from her fifth foster home, Holly, a twelve-year-old orphan, travels across the
country, keeping a journal of her experiences and struggle to survive.
Baking-talent fairy Dulcie helps Mia make treats for a neighborhood bake sale but must return to
Never Land before they are done, and Mia may not be able to finish without her help.
Runaway
The Running Dream
The Life of Ty
Lacrosse Attack
Someone is spray-painting graffiti all over Cedar Valley and it is up to fifth-grader Nolan
Byrd, also known as Shredderman, to expose the vandal.
Interactive 3D performances of "The Encounter" by British theatre company:
Complicite, which encompasses sound, vision and the spoken word, audience
members wear headphones, part of the 2017 Adelaide Festival of Arts, solo
performance by Richard Katz, performance based on the book "Amazon Beaming" by
Petru Popescu, performances directed by Simon McBurney, co-director: Kirsty Housley.
After reading her mother's secret collection of romance novels during her parent's
difficult separation, seventeen-year-old Evangeline Logan begins a quest for the perfect
kiss.
Dreadnought
I, Amber Brown
Invisible Inkling
Confessions of a Serial Kisser
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